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Music Genres Quiz: Trivia questions and answers

  

  1. What is the collection of sound which feels pleasant to our ears called?

Music

Echo

Noise

2. How many types of traditional music exist?

4

3

2
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3. Which type of music does folk music belong to?

Genre music

Classical music

Pop music

4. Where did music start?

America

Bristol

Britian

5. Which of the following is generally complex, difficult and requires a lot of attention and special knowledge?

Folk music

Popular music

Art music

6. Who was Philip Tagg?

An artist

A singer

A musicologist

7. What is popular music usually transmitted by?

Radio

TV music channels

Both of these

8. Christian music is a part of _____

Classical music

Popular music

Art music

9. Which of the following is different among the others listed?
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Violin

Spatula

Piano

10. What does the valence effect in music reflect?

Depth

Happy or sad emotions

Pitch of sound
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Music Genres Quiz: Trivia questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is the collection of sound which feels pleasant to our ears called?
  Music
  2. How many types of traditional music exist?
  2
  3. Which type of music does folk music belong to?
  Genre music
  4. Where did music start?
  Bristol
  5. Which of the following is generally complex, difficult and requires a lot of attention and special
knowledge?
  Art music
  6. Who was Philip Tagg?
  A musicologist
  7. What is popular music usually transmitted by?
  Both of these
  8. Christian music is a part of _____
  Classical music
  9. Which of the following is different among the others listed?
  Spatula
  10. What does the valence effect in music reflect?
  Happy or sad emotions
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